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The Problems



üHard to explain medical terms to children

üFear of the unknown

üDoctors - Pain



Key Elements used for the
concept



ü Top 5 choices – Being a doctor when grow up

ü Create the future doctors

ü Kids learn through play – Imitate the grown-ups



The concept



“Beyond the Ordinary” offers a tangible
experience through integrated play. By
familiarizing with the procedures the kid learns,
overcomes their fears and gains skills.

Short Description



The child enters the hospital and encounters the interactive screen
which prompts him/her use it . Question reads “Who do you want to be
today?”. Child taps the screen and chooses between the two optional
personas - doctors. Glowing steps lead the way to the themed room
according to the choice of the child. On the door screen says “Welcome
Dr. …”. The child has to enter his/her name and the door opens.
He/She chooses medical instruments and enters the themed room. In
this room they interact with toy medical equipment while watching a
tutorial video on how to use the machines. Beautiful, warm and soothing
environment where children can play and learn about their condition at
the same time.

Patient Journey



The child is 
prompted to 
choose his “role”.



Chooses between 
the options to 
enter the 
appropriate 
themed room.

This time chooses 
to be the 
orthopedic 
surgeon !



Suddenly steps 
are glowing! The 
child has to follow 
them!



Reaches the themed 
room and is prompted 
to enter his/her name. 
The interactive screen 
welcomes him/her.



Enters the themed 
room, dresses like a 
doctor and chooses 
his/ her medical 
instruments !

Opens the door to 
learn more! 



A video showing how 
an X-ray is done is 
projected on the wall.



The child applies itself 
what he/she saw and 
makes X-rays of the 
toys of the room. 
He/She is not afraid 
of doctors anymore!



Key values



ü Enhanced	experience	through	participatory	integrated	play

ü Impersonating	 the	doctor

ü The	child	gets	to	know	how	everything	works

ü Minimizes	the	fear	of	the	unknown

ü Education	through	play

ü Shapes	future	doctors

ü Familiarizes	with	hospital’s	environment



Gains
•Overcome	fears
•Familiarize	with	hospital	
environment
•Explore	treatment	&	
methods
•Learn	through	play
•Parents	won’t	have	to	
struggle	anymore

Customer	 Jobs
•Interact	with	
screens
•Choose	character
•Follow	steps
•Interact	with	
facilities
•Show	
interest/engage

Pains
•Children	afraid	of	hospital	
•and	doctors
•Fear	of	the	unknown
•Fear	of	pain
•Doctors	=	pain
•Parents	have	to	struggle	to	get	their	
kids	to	the	doctor

Pain	Relievers
•Provide	means	to	familiarize	
with	procedures	&	treatments
•Fun	&	engaging	play
•Children	learn	through	play
•Children	are	aware

Gain	Creators
•Good	design
•Constructive	experience
•Interactive	Play
•Educational	experience
•Patient	journey

Products	 &
Services
.	

Concept’s Profile

•Tangible	experience
•Integrated	play
•Toys	– hospital	machinery	
•replicas
•Learning

Value	Proposition	Canvas

User’s Profile



Business Model





Further Development



§ The “Beyond the Ordinary” concept is a dynamic
one.
The themed rooms may change every month so the
children can have more options. Moreover, the
experience can be enhanced with more interactive
elements in order to provide complete simulations.
There can be more than two themed rooms at a
time (that depends on the hospital’s choice).

§ Other ideas regard the reception/entrance space
which can have a specific theme on its own. This
could also be discussed and analyzed with the
responsible stakeholders. The idea is to provide the
best welcoming environment for children. A place
where they feel safe, can play no matter what and
maybe even feel like home.



Thank you!


